GOLF DISCS
Genesis™ Distance Driver
CHING® Genesis™ driver is a very fast guaranteed go-to driver for
Professional Level competitors. A pure, high caliber, 22mm rim-width and
five shallow Excelerators™ (thumb-pods) provide exceptional speed and
delivery. Rated at a full point above↑ USG™ 'stable', this model is bank
off the shelf and can be experienced into a money workhorse.; ie if you’re
a strong player it’s extremely reliable for distance with return at flight’s end,
and you can bet on it over time as it wears in.

Velocity™ Fairway Driver
CHING® VELOCITY™ is the absolute best choice for control on long line drives and
downwind distance. A smooth release with even tempo yields reliable stable flights,
with plenty of opportunity for big-arms to hold the hyzer or easily work this disc over
on long high anhyzers. If you've got the launch to make it cruise, the D.R.A.F.T.™
system will lead you straight down the fairway for accurate distance with a subtle low
speed return. Dial in the right grip position to match your style and you'll see why the
Velocity™ name speaks for itself.

Legacy™ Multi-Purpose Midrange
CHING® Legacy™ All Around Golf Disc is a retro-traditional ‘smooth top’
model that satisfies a range of stability demands with renowned control and
respectable glide. This model has been retooled for less hi-speed turn
(straighter flight) compared to the Oracle™. An excellent multi-purpose
golf disc for anyone that just can’t seem to find their ‘groove’ using
advanced D.R.A.F.T.™ technology.

Oracle™ Multi-Purpose Midrange
CHING® Oracle™ midrange offers consistent grip with deep Excelerators™ in a unique
3-point pattern. Controllable flights with modest return make this a favorite for moderate
arm-speeds. When overclocked it’s easier to turnover compared to Legacy™, but
doesn’t go squirrely if it’s sent clean; makes this a useful tactical tool for tight courses.

Precision™ Multi-Purpose Midrange
CHING® Precision™ is a moderate arm-speed, stable, midrange flyer that
surprises skeptics with range and finesse. Features our original 9-point
Excelerator™ pattern (5 mirrored pod positions + 'open' position) that
makes it easy to learn grip consistency and develop power.

Juju™ Putt & Approach
CHING® JUJU™ is a short range, accuracy golf disc suitable for putting and
approaching. It has a flat sided rim for more target surface contact & friction, and to slow
it down for controlled upshots. The flight is designed to be neutral in stability with minimal
fade so you'll land flat where you aim. The rim depth is similar to typical putter profiles,
but is comfortably enhanced by the Excelerators™. Perfectly balanced for target
distances up to 200'.
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